Client Profile: METRO TECHNOLOGY CENTER

RAVE Reviews
Since its founding in 1979, Metro Technology Center has successfully
helped high school and adult students continue their education by
providing courses, career counseling, test prep and countless other
beneficial services.
Having grown to four separate campuses in Oklahoma City, Metro Tech
needed a way to unite their employees with a recognition outlet that
was visible throughout the organization and still provide meaningful
appreciation. They chose Carousel®.
RAVE
Among Carousel’s many unique features is the ability to implement
a customized name and theme to fit a client’s culture. Metro Tech
introduced RAVE — Recognizing Achievement of Valued Employees
— to fit their culture and makes sure employees feel appreciated for all
their hard work.
Making the Grade
Before Metro Tech’s implementation of Carousel, acknowledging a fellow
employee “required approval by a committee, which meant a lot of time
and delays in getting the recognitions out. Without immediacy, the
recognition often lost its impact” said Mary Craft, program administrator.
With Carousel the process is now simple, fun — and most importantly
— fast.
The Road to Success
Within the first six months of RAVE’s launch, more than 4,000 badges
have been awarded and countless messages and certificates delivered.

People love being
recognized and this is a great
way for supervisors and peers to let
someone know they did a great job.


—Mary Craft, RAVE’s administrator

A Class Act

The comprehensiveness and versatility
of Carousel fit the needs of Metro
Tech perfectly. RAVE not only utilizes
managerial and peer-to-peer recognition
but also wellness, years of service, safety
and community involvement programs,
all on one platform.
Rewarding Excellence

The ability to print out a tangible RAVE
certificate of recognition is another special
feature of Carousel. These certificates
can be hand-delivered to an employee,
providing a moment of face to face
acknowledgment.
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